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1. New Regulatory Requirements
■ Requirements for Protection against a Design Basis Tsunami

The regulatory requirements for tsunami-resistant design have been revised after
“The 2011 off the Pacific coast of Tohoku Earthquake”.
Ø SSCs* that are important for safety shall be located at adequately high places
so that run-up waves caused by the design basis tsunami will not reach them.
Ø If such SSCs are located at places where run-up waves may reach, the tsunami
protection measures shall be taken.
Ø After evaluating the possibility of tsunami inundation and the possible inflow
routes (door, penetration, etc.), measures to prevent inundation and flooding
shall be taken.
*SSCs: Structure, Systems and Component
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2. Seawall Test
■ Background

○ The regulatory requirements and guides (*1) require the tsunami protection facilities, such as
seawalls, to maintain protective functions against the tsunami load.
• When deciding tsunami design load, technical basis (*2) and its applicability should be
confirmed.
Ø Moreover, the guide requires that the load of bore wave pressure and continuous wave
pressure on structure, which changes with time, should be paid attention to.
*1 : Regulatory guide for reviewing tsunami-resistant design on construction plan [in Japanese] and so forth
*2 : The interim guidelines of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT) [in
Japanese] and so forth

○ The bore wave pressure and the continuous wave pressure is acting on seawalls.
Bore wave pressure Continuous wave pressure
Pressure

Ø The wave pressure at impact of the leading-edge of
tsunami is called bore wave pressure.
The bore wave pressure changes largely in a short time.
Ø The wave pressure which exerts on the seawall after
bore wave pressure is called continuous wave pressure.
The continuous wave pressure acts relatively for a long
time.

Time
Time history of the tsunami wave pressure

It is necessary to evaluate the tsunami design load appropriately with consideration of
characteristics of such tsunami wave pressures.
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○ Evaluation method of the design wave pressure by MLIT (MLIT method)
Ø The MLIT method is commonly used as a simple evaluation method for seawall design.
Ø The tsunami design pressure acting on seawalls is evaluated from the hydrostatic
pressure equivalent to the height of 3 times the design run-up water depth where the
seawall stands (water depth coefficient (α) = 3). This value is experimentally obtained.
Ø The method underestimates wave pressures acting on seawalls which stands far from the
shoreline. The water flow is faster and more shallow than the experimental condition.
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■ Overview of Hydraulic Flume Tests

Ø In order to clarify the appropriate time parameter representing tsunami flow
characteristics, the run-up test was conducted, and the specific energy (E(t)) and the
Froude number (Fr(t)) were evaluated.
• The run-up test: the run-up water depth (η(t)) and the flow velocity (v(t)) of the
tsunami wave were measured.
ü Specific energy (E(t))
Kinetic and potential energy per unit weight
The specific energy is based on Bernoulli's theorem
for non-viscous, steady, and one-dimensional flow.

Flow velocity, v
Run-up water depth, η

ü Froude number (Fr (t))
The value of non-dimensional number indicating
the ratio of the fluid inertial force and gravity
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v(t）：flow velocity
η(t)： run-up water depth
g: gravity acceleration
Maximum continuous
wave pressure (P max)
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■ Hydraulic Flume Test Model and Waves
Ø The flume measures 23m in length (1/40 scale ratio) and has a width of 0.8m.
Ø The wave generator at the end of the flume produced solitary waves, sine waves and long
-period waves.
Ø Two types of bed slope near the shoreline are considered: a zero slope and a 1/20 slope.
Unit: mm
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■ Test results – Run-up test Ø The parameter such as the run-up water depth (η(t)) and the flow velocity (v(t)) change
largely with time because tsunami is non-steady flow. (the Froude number (Fr(t)) also
changes with time)
Ø It is necessary to decide the representative time with consideration of structural effect
on seawalls.
Ø In the MLIT method, the time when the run-up water depth becomes the maximum was
selected as the representative time, however the dynamic effect based on the flow
velocity was not considered.

Maximum specific
energy
Maximum run-up
water depth

Representative time
(NRA method)

Representative time
(MLIT method)

Run-up water depth
Flow velocity
Specific energy
Fr(t)

Flow velocity (m/s),
Fr(t) (-)

Run-up water depth,
specific energy (m)

Ø Considering that the maximum wave pressure acting on seawalls relates to the maximum
tsunami energy, it may be reasonable to select the time when the specific energy (E(t))
becomes the maximum as the representative time.

Time (s)

Time history of the run-up water depth, flow velocity, specific energy and Froude number
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(at any point)

(in front of seawall)
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■ Test results –Wave pressure test-

Ø We evaluated the Froude number (Fr) when the specific energy (E(t)) becomes the
maximum, and the relations between the Froude number (Fr) and the water depth
coefficient (α).
Ø The method using the maximum run-up water depth as the representative time included
more uncertainty than the proposed method using the maximum specific energy.
Ø The maximum continuous wave pressure is highly correlated to the maximum specific
energy.
Maximum specific energy
time (NRA method)

0.00 m, slope 1/20

0.00 m, slope 1/20

0.00 m, slope 0
1.25 m, slope 1/20
1.25 m, slope 0
2.50 m, slope 1/20
2.50 m, slope 0

0.00 m, slope 0
1.25 m, slope 1/20
1.25 m, slope 0
2.50 m, slope 1/20
2.50 m, slope 0

Water depth coefficient (α )

Water depth coefficient (α )

Maximum run-up water depth
time (MLIT method)

Froude number (Fr)

Froude number (Fr)

Relations between the water depth coefficient and the Froude
number when the run-up water depth becomes the maximum

Relations between the water depth coefficient and the Froude
number when the specific energy becomes the maximum
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⇔
Not applicable

Relations between the water depth coefficient and the Froude number
when the specific energy becomes the maximum
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Water depth coefficient (α )

0.00 m, slope 1/20
0.00 m, slope 0
1.25 m, slope 1/20
1.25 m, slope 0
2.50 m, slope 1/20
2.50 m, slope 0
Theoretical formula
MLIT method

Froude number (Fr)
Relations between the water depth coefficient and the Froude
number when the specific energy becomes the maximum
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3. Evaluation method of the design wave pressure
■ Evaluation formula of the design wave pressure
Ø Including the logarithmic standard deviation +3��
of test results in the theoretical
formula, we developed the evaluation formula of the design wave pressure.
• The logarithmic standard deviation +3��
is selected to envelop all test results.

Ø The conservative evaluation formula of the design wave pressure including the
logarithmic standard deviation +3��
from the theoretical formula is shown as follows:
Ø The MLIT method (water depth coefficient 3) can be applied as a simpler method
when Fr≦1.
Water depth coefficient (α )

0.00 m, slope 1/20
0.00 m, slope 0
1.25 m, slope 1/20
1.25 m, slope 0
2.50 m, slope 1/20
2.50 m, slope 0
+3σ formula
MLIT method

Froude number (Fr)
Evaluation formula of the design wave pressure
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4. Summary

■ Evaluation method of the design wave pressure*
Ø The conservative evaluation formula of the design wave pressure including the
logarithmic standard deviation +3��
from the theoretical formula is shown as follows:

Ø The MLIT method (water depth coefficient 3) can be applied as a simpler method
when Fr≦1.

*The results has been disclosed in the NRA Technical Reports
“Applicability of Water Depth Coefficient in Evaluation for Tsunami Wave Force Acting on Seawall (NTEC-2014-4001, in Dec., 2014)”,
“Effects of Bore Pressure of Tsunami on Seawall (NTEC-2015-4001, in Dec., 2015)” and
“Water Depth Coefficients for Evaluating Tsunami Pressure on Seawall (NTEC-2016-4001, in Dec., 2016)”.
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